CHEMICAL PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Type B - Donning

01
EQUIPMENT: AIR SUPPLY HOSE, REGULATOR, MASK, BELT, TAPE, SUIT, INNER BOOTS, OUTER BOOTS, INNER GLOVES, OUTER GLOVES

02
CAREFULLY INSPECT THE SEAMS OF THE SUIT FOR TEARS OR BROKEN SEALS

03
DONNING PARTNER TAKES AND RECORDS VITAL SIGNS

04
REMOVE ALL JEWELRY AND PERSONAL EFFECTS

05
DRINK 1-2 GLASSES OF A NON-CAFFEINATED BEVERAGE

06
APPLY BOOT LINERS TO BOTH FEET AND TAPE TO OUTER SURFACE OF PANTS
CREATE A TAB ON THE TAPE’S END TO AID IN LATER DOFFING

STEP INTO SUIT AND PULL UP TO WAIST LEVEL

APPLY OUTER BOOTS OVER THE SUIT. THE RUBBER GRIPS SHOULD BE ALONG THE BOTTOM TO IMPROVE TRACTION

TAPE BOOTS ALONG UPPER RIM SEALING THEM TO THE SUIT

CREATE A TAB ON THE TAPE’S END TO AID IN LATER DOFFING

APPLY INNER GLOVES
13 STAND AND APPLY THE UPPER PORTION OF THE SUIT

14 APPLY THE OUTER GLOVES. CAREFULLY TUCK THE CUFF OF THE SUIT INSIDE

15 TAPE GLOVE ALONG UPPER RIM SEALING THE GLOVE TO THE SUIT

16 CREATE A TAB ON THE TAPE’S END TO AID IN LATER DOFFING

17 THE ZIPPER IS SEALED HALF WAY UP THE SUIT
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18. PUT ON THE BELT

19. BELT MOUNTED REGULATOR CLIP

20. BELT MOUNTED AIR SUPPLY HOSE CLIP

21. PUT ON THE MASK

22. TIGHTEN EACH STRAP SYSTEMATICALLY, THEN CHECK THE SEAL
   (FIT TESTING SHOULD BE PERFORMED ANNUALLY)

23. PUT THE HOOD UP AND CLOSE THE REST OF THE ZIPPER
TAPE NECK REGION FOR ADDED SPLASH PROTECTION

CONNECT AIR SUPPLY HOSE TO REGULATOR HOSE AT THE BELT. CHECK REGULATOR VALVES

CLICK REGULATOR INTO PLACE ON MASK. AIR FLOW SHOULD START

IMPORTANT
THE SUPPORT TEAM SHOULD BE AWARE OF HAND SIGNALS USED WHILE IN THE SUIT

PATTING THE HEAD INDICATES NEEDING OUT OF THE SUIT

PUTTING HANDS AT THE NECK SIGNALS INABILITY TO BREATHE